AirLoc Application News…
AirLoc PRP Jacmounts® with damping pads help keep Minster Press in place!

Seastrom Manufacturing, located in Twin Falls, Idaho, is one of the nation’s leading manufacturers of standard and custom electronic and assembly hardware serving industries worldwide since 1928. Craig Grayer, a Seastrom Mfg. Production Engineer, needed a leveling mount to support a Minster B1-32 stamping press (see picture below) operating at up to 800 strokes per minute. Potentially this high an operating speed can cause stability problems, including press “walking”. AirLoc recommended PRP 300HD/725 mounts with internal leveling studs for each foot of the press. The 725 pad is a highly damped nitrile elastomer with excellent shock and vibration reduction properties.

Craig Grayer reports that the AirLoc mounts “Seem to be working real well and I am sure that we will be looking at getting other sets as we keep moving forward”. The AirLoc PRP Jacmount® is one series of several types, as shown below. All can be supplied with a variety of AirLoc pads suitable for Isolation, Damping, or Leveling Stability. AirLoc has the leveling mounting systems required for customers demanding requirements.

For more information regarding AirLoc Jacmounts®, Pads, or Wedgmounts®, contact our headquarters in Franklin, MA or your regional AirLoc Representative.